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INTRODUCTION
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Foreword
Dear user! Thank you for choosing Perfect Drums and welcome to the evergrowing PD community! We, at
Naughty Seal Audio had a great time working on this product and truly believe, that you will fall in love
enjoying it just the way we do!
Time to Perfect your Drums!

- the Naughty Seal Audio team

1.2 Credits
Idea & Concept : Alex Haze
Thomas Rehaag
Product CEO : Alex Haze
GUI Desing : Alex Haze
GUI & Sound Engine Development : Thomas Rehaag
QA : Elvis Hodzic
Yaroslav Tseluiko
Max Gerasyonov
User Manual Written By : Alex Haze
User Manual Version :1.2
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1.3 What Is Perfect Drums Player?
Perfect Drums Player is a FREE virtual instrument plug-in, featuring an intelligent sampling engine, that enables
anyone to load and use unique multi-sampled instruments, created in the full version of Perfect Drums.
Perfect Drums Player gives you access to multi-sampled drum instruments incorporating: full control over
different articulations, microphone groups, dynamic layers and every single audio sample in a quick and
easy way.
Perfect Drums Player also features a mixer with incredible flexibility. It gives the user comprehensive metering,
instrument level, pan & phase controls, parallel processing groups, fully configurable mix routings, including
internal auxiliary busses and multiple outputs. Perfect Drums is able to carry out any mixing task, keeping
your drums in a perfect balance.
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2 INSTALLATION
2.1 System Requirments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macintosh
Mac OS 10.6 or higher (64 bit only)
Dual Core Intel processor or higher
4 GB RAM (8 GB strongly recommended)
Display capable of at least 1280x1024
Sound card with ASIO or Core Audio driver
64 bit AU, VST or AAX host application

•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows
Windows XP or newer OS (64 bit only)
Dual Core processor or higher
4 GB RAM (8 GB strongly recommended)
Display capable of at least 1280x1024
Sound card with ASIO driver
64 bit VST or AAX host application

2.2 Installing Perfect Drums Player On Macintosh
Run the Perfect Drums Player Installer included with the electronic download and follow the on-screen
instructions. Please ensure you are logged in as an administrator before proceeding.
The plug-in will be installed in the default location for your operating system and should not be moved, to
remain available to all users and programs retaining it’s functionality.
After the installation is complete, you can find all the Perfect Drums related data, including this user manual
at the following destination:
Macintosh HD:\Library\Audio\Presets\Naughty Seal Audio\Perfect Drums Player

2.3 Installing Perfect Drums Player On Windows
Run the Perfect Drums Player Installer included with the electronic download and follow the on-screen
instructions.
After the installation is complete, you can find all the Perfect Drums related data, including this user manual
at the following destination:
C:/Program Files/Naughty Seal Audio/Perfect Drums Player
To uninstall Perfect Drums Player simply run the Uninstaller provided or use your operating system’s removal
facility.
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3 GETTING STARTED
3.1 Understanding Perfect Drums Player Interface
Opening up Perfect Drums Player you will see that the plugin working area consists of the 2 sections: Top
Menu Section and a Main Section. The Top Menu section is always present regardless of where you are
within the program. The Main Section changes depending upon which Page you are on.
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3.2 TOP MENU SECTION

As you can see from the diagram above, the Top Menu Section is subdivided into five sections. Those are
as follows:
A. Page Selection Buttons
Use these buttons to navigate through the three
different pages, available in Perfect Drums:
• DRUMS: Shows the Drum Kit page, giving you
access to the Perfect Drums factory sound library
(not available in Player version)
• SAMPLER: Reveals the Perfect Drums unique
Intelligent Sampling Engine in all it’s glory.
• MIXER: Opens the Mixer page, where you can
adjust all the levels and controls for both Drums
and Sampler instruments. The routing and output
menus are also accessable from the Mixer as
well as the AUX busses and other options.
B. Loading Progress Bar
This section serves as the loading progress bar.
Loading an instrument or a kit will show it’s loading
progress on this place.
C. Master Output Level Meter/Fader
This section hosts the plugin master output level meter and control fader. Everything routed to
the “OUT 1-2” in the Perfect Drums mixer will be going through this fader so you can easily
attenuate the output level in case if any clipping has occurred on the DAW instrument track, the
plugin is instantiated.
D. Product Information Page
Clicking on the stylish Perfect Drums logo takes you to a special Product Information Page. Here
you will find program version information, credits and some useful Perfect Drums related media
links and resources.
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4 THE SAMPLER
4.1 Working With The Sampler

As you can see from the picture above, the Sampler page consists of four sections. Quick Controls section
is something like a little snapshot of the Mixer, giving you a quick access to the selected instrument’s
controls and levels. Articulations section shows the list of available articulations per selected instrument,
their levels and midi notes assigned. At the center of the working area you can find cute click sensitive Pads,
which represent the16 instrument slots, available in the Sampler. The pads also give you a visual feedback
about what particular instrument is currently being hit. You can select the instruments by Right Clicking on
the appropriate instrument pad. Alternatively you can also use a Alt + Left Click combo for this purpose.
Of course, you can also select the instruments using the drop-downs found above the Quick Controls,
Articulations and Kit Designer menus. The selected instrument will be highlighted in green. And finaly, the Kit
Designer section here is where all the fun begins.
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4.2 Quick Controls Section
As you can see from the diagram below, the Quick Controls Section consists of three sub-sections.
A. Instrument Master Controls
This section contains master controls for the selected instrument:
• Level Knob controls the overall volume of the entire instrument.
It also glows in green when the instrument is triggered
• S/M Buttons serve for soloing and muting the entire instrument
B. Instrument Sample Group Levels
These knobs control the levels of all the instrument’s sample groups:
• Direct knob set’s the level of the close microphone sample group
• Overhead knob set’s the level of the overhead sample group
• Room knob set’s the level of the instrument’s room sample group
• Reverb knob set’s the level of the instrument’s reverb sample group
• FX set’s the level of the parallel processing sample group
C. Instrument Direct Bus Controls
In Perfect Drums, in addition to the common Overhead, Room & Reverb
busses, every instrument has also got it’s own Direct Bus, where any of
the instrument’s Sample Groups can be routed in order to obtain some
extra controls. By default Direct and FX Sample Groups are routed to
this bus, thus having the following bus controls:
• Pan controls the position of the samples on stage
• S/M Buttons serve for soloing and muting
• Phase Button enables you to reverse phase
• Fader for controlling the output level
• VU Meter is there to help you keep an eye on your levels

4.3 Articulations Section
Articulations Section contains the list of available articulations and their controls.
A. Articulation Names
Perfect Drums’ Sampler let’s you use up to six articulations per instrument. The
articulation names are listed in this field.
B. MIDI Note Assignment/MIDI Learn Buttons
To assign a note to the current articulation just left click in the MIDI note field and
move the mouse up or down to find the needed note. Notes, that are already used
by other instrument’s articulations will be marked as “red”, thus indicating that they
are busy. Perfect Drums will use the nearest available note in that case.
To pick a note from your MIDI keyboard, use the “L” button.
Double clicking in the MIDI note field will show up all the MIDI notes matrix.
To set an alias note right click in the MIDI notes filed and select desired note. The
alias note will be shown in green and the articulations having the alias notes will
have a green frame over them.
C. Articulation Volume Knobs
Use the individual articulation’s volume knobs to fine tune the levels.
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4.4 Global Mappings
The Global Mappings Menu in the Sampler is also similar to the one found on the “Drums” page and
contains the mapping matrix of all the MIDI notes, assigned to the Sampler instrument’s articulations.

All the notes operations are performed the same way they are implemented in the Articulations menu.
In order to save or load the Global Midi Map preset use the little “gears”
icon at the top of the Global Mappings window. You can also clear the
entire map from there.
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4.5 Kit Designer Section
As you can see the Kit Designer Section is subdivided into three different sections.

A. Overview
The Overview Section contains basic instrument settings and options.
• Name is used for renaming the instrument.
• Articulation serves for selecting the instrument’s articulation. There is
a total of six available articulations per instrument in Perfect Drums.
• Choke Voicing. When set to “ON”, this feature stops the current
articulation’s samples when the other ones are triggered. This is needed
when working with closed hihat or muted cymbal articulations. When
set to “OFF” full samples are allowed to play out.
• Sample Group is there for selecting the instrument’s sample group (or
microphone group). There is a total of five available sample groups
per instrument’s articulation in Perfect Drums. Of course you are free
to use any combination of them when creating your instruments.
• Direct Group may be used for the close microphone samples
• Overhead Group may be used for the overhead mic samples
• Room Group may be used for the room microphone samples
• Reverb Group may be used for the Reverb samples
• FX is an extra group, that may be used in any other case
• Dynamic Layer represents the three available dynamic layers for your
instrument’s hard, medium and soft hits appropriately.
• Velocity Range fields set the MIDI velocity ranges, used for the three
different dynamic layers. The first filed sets the value, where the soft
hits end and the medium hits start. While the second filed sets the
point, where the medium hits end and thus the hard ones start.
B. Sample List Section
The list of samples, used in the selected Dynamic Layer is shown in this section. A total of eight samples
may be used per dynamic layer in Perfect Drums. Each sample has also got it’s own “Play”, “Phase”,
“Solo” and “Mute” buttons as well as the level fader.
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C. Envelopes Section
The first thing you may probably notice in the Envelopes section of the Kit
Designer is a detailed waveform of the selected sample file. To zoom-in the
vaweform view use the right mouse click and move to the right. To zoomout use the right mouse click and move to the left. To scroll horizontally use
left mouse click and move left or right.
But the main purpose of the Envelopes section is in giving you acess to
a collection of useful controls and modifiers, appliable to every single
sample, used in the instrument. They can be considered as is a kind of
slightly modified AHDSR envelope filters, you can find in some other
samplers out there. In Perfect Drums we have adapted them to better fulfill
the drum sampling applications. So you got five controls, which are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

S - Sample Start adjust’s the sample’s starting point
E - Sample End is there for adjusting the sample’s ending point
A - Attack Time set’s the attack time of the selected sample
D - Decay Time let’s you control the selected sample’s decay tail
DC - Decay Time Curve enables you to finetune the decay tension

By clicking on the little “gears” icon, found at the Envelopes Section
header you can get the envelopes operation drop-down menu, which
let’s you copying and pasting current settings to any sample, as well as to
all the samples used in the currently selected Dynamic Layer. Of course,
you can also clear current evelope settings from this menu.

4.6 Loading The Instruments
In order to load an instrument (or kit) use the appropriate drop-down
menu, accessable by clickng on the little “gears” icon, found at the Kit
Designer header. Note, that when you load an instrument, it will be
loaded on the currently selected Sampler instrument slot.
In order to clear an instrument or the entire kit, use the appropriate
“Clear Sampler Kit” and “Clear Sampler Instrument” commands.
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5 THE MIXER
5.1 Working With The Mixer
The mixer is a big part of Perfect Drums. It was built to keep your drums in a perfect balance, giving you the
fullest control over your instruments with unbeatable flexibility and capabilities.

As you can see, the mixer page can be contingently split into several sections. Each instrument has got it’s own
channel strip, giving you access to all of it’s controls. At the top you can find the instrument’s master volume
knob, mute & solo buttons and bleeding levels for all of the available sample groups. At the bottom you can
see the instrument’s Direct Bus controls, as well as the common Overhead, Room and Reverb busses to the
right. Each bus provides you with some extra useful controls, such as Pan, Solo & Mute, Phase Reversion,
as well as the output level fader and a beatiful fully scaled VU meter. The output section let’s you route the
instruments to an input track within your DAW. The unused controls or instruments are shown as “faded” for
a better and more comfortable workflow. Thus an instrument with no FX samples will have the FX level knob
“faded”, etc. Mixer Options Section enables you to switch the mixer view between the factory Drums and
Sampler instruments. The global perspective can also be changed from there, which gives you the option to
reverse all the instrument’s pannings with just a single mouse click. AUX busses can be accessed by clicking
on the appropriate option tab. The routings page reveals the fully customizable instrument’s internal routings
diagram. Any instrument’s sample group can be routed either to it’s Direct Bus, the 16 available AUX tracks,
or to the global Overhead, Room & Reverb busses, and can be then routed to one of the 16 stereo outputs
to your DAW, thus giving you endless routing possibilities.
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5.2 Channel Strip Overview
The channel strip is giving you access to all the instrument’s controls.
A. Instrument Master Controls
This section contains the instrument’s master controls:
• Level Knob controls the overall volume of the entire instrument.
It also glows in green when the instrument is triggered.
• S/M Buttons serve for soloing and muting the entire instrument
B. Instrument Sample Group Levels
These knobs control the level of all the instrument’s sample groups:
• Direct knob set’s the level of the close microphone sample group
• Overhead knob set’s the level of the overhead sample group
• Room knob set’s the level of the instrument’s room sample group
• Reverb knob set’s the level of the instrument’s reverb sample group
• FX set’s the level of the parallel processing sample group
C. Instrument Direct Bus Controls
In Perfect Drums, in addition to the common Overhead, Room & Reverb
busses, every instrument has also got it’s own Direct Bus, where any of the
instrument’s Sample Groups can be routed in order to obtain some extra
controls. By default Direct and FX Sample Groups are routed to this bus, thus
having the following bus controls:
• Output Field let’s you route the instrument to the track within your DAW
• Pan controls the position of the samples on stage
• S/M Buttons serve for soloing and muting
• Phase Button enables you to reverse phase
• Fader for controlling the output level
• VU Meter is there to help you keep an eye on your levels
Please note, that by default in Perfect
Drums, the instrument’s parallel processing
samples (FX Sample Group) and close
microphone samples (Direct Sample
Group) are routed to the Direct Bus. Whilst all the other sample groups
(Overhead, Room & Reverb) are routed to the appropriate Overhead, Room
and Reverb busses in the mixer. Of course you are able to change the default
instrument routings on the Routings Page, which can be accessed by pressing
the “Show Routings” tab in the Mixer Options Section.
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5.3 Mixer Options
The Mixer options are taking their place at the top right part of the Mixer page.
A. Mixer View
The Mixer View buttons let you switch between the Perfect
Drums factory Drums and Sampler instruments.
B. Channel Bank Selection
Channel Bank Selection buttons enable you too show the
two banks of instruments (8 channels each) thus covering
all the available factory library and Sampler instruments.
C. Perspective
Global perspective can be changed using these buttons, which gives you the option to reverse all the
instrument’s pannings with just a single mouse click, independently for the factory library and Sampler
instruments.
D. Additional Options
Routings Page and AUX Busses can be accessed by clicking on the appropriate buttons in the Additional
Mixer Options Sections.

5.4 Routings Page
By clicking on the “Show Routings” option button you can get the Routings page, where all the instrument’s
sample groups routings can be reviewed and modified.
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5.5 Using AUX Busses
In order to show the AUX busses, just click on the appropriate button in the Mixer Options Section. Navigate
through the 16 available AUX tracks using the “1-8” and “9-16” Channel Bank selection buttons.

AUX tracks are useful for putting some instruments or sample groups together for a more comfortable
workflow. Let’s say you would like to keep all of your cymbal instruments on one common track. This can be
done using the appropriate AUX bus, where all the cymbals are routed. Or for instance, you’d like to send
the Crash cymbal to a separate bus, including all it’s overhead and room microphone samples, thus having
a full control over it independently of all the other cymbals you’ve got in the kit. This could also be done using
the AUX busses.
Another good thing about the AUX tracks is that they also have the additional controls, actual for the Direct
bus and global Overhead, Room & Reverb busses. These are the Pan Knob, Solo & Mute buttons, Phase
Reversion Knob, individual Level Fader and, of course, the gorgeous VU Meter.
Feel free to experiment with the Perfect Drums routings and you will see, that AUX busses can really become
your good friends for a while!
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6 Technical Support & Contacts
In case of any issues or troubles with Perfect Drums, please contact our technical support department at:
support@theperfectdrums.com
In all other cases and in order to obtain any information about Perfect Drums, please contact the info center:
info@theperfectdrums.com
A good idea would also be to add all the Perfect Drums related email addresses to your contact list, so
that you won’t miss any important message. Those are:
news@theperfectdrums.com
sales@theperfectdrums.com
register@theperfectdrums.com

Sincerely yours,
the Naughty Seal Audio team!
© 2017 Naughty Seal Audio Ltd. All rights reserved
Chlumova 307/3, Žižkov, 130 00 Praha 3, Prague
Czech Republic
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